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Abstract: In recent times, Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) becomes a familiar
research field owing to its applicability in distinct scenarios. MANET comprises a
set of autonomous mobile nodes which independently move and send data
through wireless channels. Energy efficiency is considered a critical design issue
in MANET and can be addressed by the use of the clustering process. Clustering
is treated as a proficient approach, which partitions the mobile nodes into groups
called clusters and elects a node as cluster head (CH). On the other hand, the nat-
ure of wireless links poses security as a major design issue. Therefore, this paper
proposes a non-probabilistic and energy-efficient secure adaptive neuro fuzzy-
based clustering scheme (NPEE-SANFC) for MANET. The proposed NPEE-
SANFC techniques elects CHs in two levels such as tentative CH election and
final CH election. Besides, a non-probabilistic way of Tentative CH (TCH) selec-
tion takes place by the use of a back-off timer. In addition, ANFC technique is
applied for the election of Final CH (FCH)s. The presented model involves a
set of input parameters such as residual energy, intra-cluster distance, inter-cluster
distance, and trust degree. The incorporation of the trust degree of the node
enables to elect secure CHs. Furthermore, the application of two processes for
optimal CH selection will result in enhanced network lifetime and energy effi-
ciency. To validate the results regarding the effectiveness of the presented
NPEE-SANFC technique, a set of experiments was performed; and the results
were determined using distinct measures such as the energy consumption, net-
work lifetime, throughput, and end-to-end delay.

Keywords: Clustering; routing; wireless sensor networks; non-probabilistic; fuzzy
logic

1 Introduction

Usually, Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) [1] has a set of autonomous and massive nodes that are
connected to each other by wireless connections as illustrated in Fig. 1. The network is independent of
the stable architecture and comprised of free nodes which are placed in specific domains. Such
applications are suitable in case of using costlier applications like disaster control, traffic management,
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military service, etc. However, it is difficult to overcome the system due to the existence of features in self-
developing and the absence of centralized management [2]. Additionally, integrity and stability are
considered to be significant issues involved in communication regions. Then, clustering plays an
important role in resolving maximum problems involved in MANET and provides power efficiency and
stability. It classifies the nodes into a set of clusters and declares a leader called Cluster Head (CH)
selected in each cluster. Henceforth, transmitting data from source to destination is carried out by CHs,
and gateway nodes belong to the communication region of numerous CHs, thus, the power of alternate
nodes could be preserved [3,4].

Cluster relied on MANET improves the network management as the route development becomes simple
to reduce the size of the routing table. However, CHs experiences maximum overhead because of intra and
inter-cluster communication. Simultaneously, the mobile behavior of nodes is one of the major reasons for
link damage, hence, in a clustering mechanism the basic strategy while selecting CH is mobile when
compared with alternate nodes and split the well-organized cluster and requires a new inter-cluster path
setup among 2 ends. Frequent link damage due to the mobility of CHs mitigates the communication
process. Additionally, it provides overhead management and limits power efficiency. Hence, the
productive clustering approach with a limited burden is considered to be an effectual objective to enhance
the duration of MANET.

In MANET, various approaches were deployed for addressing the complexity of mobility and battery-
based mobile nodes. In [5] developed taxonomy of clustering approaches in MANET limits the node power
consumption. Consequently, improved power consumption and decreased power requirement have been
achieved, though a single parameter of the CH election mechanism is simple and demands limited
overhead. It depends upon the individual parameter without considering the node qualities to become a
CH. An effective Weight Based Clustering Algorithm (WCA) in MANET has been projected in [6]. It is
considered that the unified weight of massive variables affects the CH election. In [7] deployed
Distributed WCA (DWCA) for MANET that limits the development and redevelopment of clusters and
constraints of CHs by means of power demand. But, no parameters show better node reliability in CH
election. In [8], improved models of WCA called Enhancement on WCA (EWCA) were projected. Here,
the attributes applied for the CH election are transmission energy, communication radius, mobility, and
battery energy has been deployed.

In recent times, multiple deterministic, as well as stochastic methodologies, were proposed in [9–16].
The technique based on the gradient mechanism is called a deterministic scheme. Stochastic approaches
are multimodal problem search under various perceptions which depends upon biological organisms. Low
et al. [9] developed a complete review of metaheuristic approaches for optimizing the issues in MANET.
Goldberg [10] introduced a breadth-first search tree (BFS) that relied on the clustering method for
selecting the limited overhead of CHs and interlinking the nodes with each other. Gupta et al. [11]
presented a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that evolved from the Darwinian theory of endurance significantly.

Figure 1: Structure of WSN
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Keerthipriya et al. [12] utilized a GA-based load balancing clustering approach in Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) in which the high overhead on gateway nodes is reduced and nodes are connected jointly to make
load-balanced clusters. Jamali et al. [13] employed a dynamic clustering formation in MANET using
Adaptive-Particle Swarm Optimization (A-PSO). Also, different parameters of CH election are involved
to make stabilized clusters. However, nodes mobility is impossible to be managed along with the efficacy.
On the other hand, PSO is applied for computing the CHs without optimizing the clustering process [14].
In Shahzad et al. [15], energy effective routing approach for MANET was deployed with the help of the
PSO framework. Followed by, the challenges involved in routing are assumed as optimization problems
and projected new Fitness Function (FF) which depends upon the route length as well as power level.
Next, Binary PSO (BPSO) mechanism has been employed to optimize the routing in MANET.

In Khatoon et al. [16], the clustering method in MANET by applying Comprehensive Learning PSO
(CLPSO) has been developed. In this study, parameters applied for selecting CHs are similar to WCA
without the direction of node's mobility in decision-making process for CH reliability. From the previous
models, clustering is considered a resourceful approach to provide power efficiency and stability of the
system. The accessibility of the clustering model improves the routing outcome by means of limited
overhead and power consumption. Meantime, security is a significant problem in MANET construction.
The contribution of the paper is given as follows. This paper proposes a non-probabilistic and energy-
efficient secure adaptive neuro fuzzy-based clustering scheme (NPEE-SANFC) for MANET. The
proposed NPEE-SANFC technique performs CH selection in two stages such as non-probability-based
tentative CH (TCH) selection and adaptive neuro fuzzy-based final CH (FCH) selection. Firstly, a back-
off timer with respect to residual energy is employed for the selection of TCHs. Secondly; the TCHs
execute the ANFC module to elect the FCHs. The presented model involves a set of input parameters like
residual energy (RE), intra-cluster distance, inter-cluster distance, and trust degree. The experimental
validation of the NPEE-SANFC technique takes place and the results are investigated against several
performance metrics.

2 The Proposed NPEE-SANFC Technique

Fig. 2 depicts the working process involved in the NPEE-SANFC technique. When the nodes are placed
in the sensing region, the Base station (BS) telecasts a beacon signal to the complete system. Each node might
receive a beacon signal and estimate the actual distance to BS or sink node on the basis of RSSI. Then, sensor
nodes start telecasting handshaking messages inside the transmission radius for collecting data regarding the
neighbors. The handshaking message encloses details like node ID, link supremacy, RE, and distances to
sink. For example, if neighboring node j obtains the handshaking message from node i, then it saves the
received data and responds to node i. Then, node i update the Node Degree (ND) and evaluates the
distance to adjacent node j by applying node j's distance to sink and records the data of node j. Likewise,
node i receives data from nearby nodes, ND, and distance to neighbors might be measured. Under the
application of this principle, each node collects data regarding the neighbors to upgrade the details and
stimulate a clustering mechanism. In the cluster development approach, TCHs are selected by applying a
back-off timer. Next, the TCHs executed the SANFC technique and elected FCHs.

2.1 TCH Selection Using Non-Probabilistic Method

In this stage, the TCH election process takes place in a non-probabilistic way where a the back-off timer
is introduced. Here, the timer value is conversely proportional to the sensor node's RE; for example, if the
power level is maximum, afterward back-off timer would below and it is repeated frequently. Thus, the value
of the back-off timer would be finished rapidly when the nodes have maximum power level. Once the back-
off timer is 0, then the corresponding node regards itself as tentative CH and telecast the condition to
respective neighbors [17]. While a node obtains a tentative CH advertisement message before the expiry
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of times, then the CH election is not complete and considered as a Cluster Member (CM). Followed by, when
no CH message is advertised, then it is considered as tentative CH when the backoff timer is 0. Therefore, the
newly developed approach system decides tentative CH in a non-probabilistic fashion. Afterward, tentative
CHs implement the SANFC technique for determining proper FCH election.

2.2 FCH Selection Using SANFC Technique

Once the TCHs are elected, the FCHs are chosen by the SANFC technique. The parameters required for
cluster development are given in the following: RE level, Distance among CH and BS (inter-cluster
distance), Distance among node and CH (intra-cluster distance), and trust degree. Once the CH election is
completed, alternate nodes are enabled to join the system by connecting appropriate CH for allocating a
CM of clusters and ensured by CH on the basis of fuzzy rules. Hence, the structure of SANFC for the
newly developed protocol is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The network is composed of 4 inputs from the input layer, rules from hidden layers, and result from
output layers [18]. Here, 4 linguistic parameters are used with 3 levels with the newly deployed
parameter trust degree. The structure of newly presented routing mechanism is depicted in Fig. 3 which
contains main models like mobile sensor Nodes, NN model for training and testing, Neuro-Fuzzy
inference system (neuro-FIS), Neuro-Fuzzy rule manager, Rule base, BS, Clustering Module, Decision
Manager and Cluster Distance Management technologies [19–21].

Figure 2: Block diagram of NPEE-SANFC model
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2.2.1 Trust Degree
Initially, a node is allocated to a Trust Factor (TF) value 1. Then, the measure of TF is limited by

anomalous prediction mechanism while a node computes anomalous task and node is selected as the
apprehensive node and TF nodes are depicted in Eq. (1):

TFx ¼
Normal;
Suspected;
Malicious;

0:8 � Ti , 1
0:3 � Ti , 0:8
1 � Ti , 0:3

8<
: (1)

In this work, nodes with TFx as general could change the opportunity of being CHs. If the node belongs to
TFx of suspicious one, it is eliminated from a cluster and malicious nodes are regarded as CM and not as CH.

2.2.2 Neuro-Fuzzy Membership Functions
Here, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is employed to perform training of sensor nodes and

infrastructure of communication connections in IoT-based WSN. It accelerates the model performance
and activates the network to identify the shortest path of nodes to CH and BS using neuro-fuzzy rules.
Hence, NFIS employs triangular and trapezoidal membership rates along with CNN to make some
decision rules. In addition, the neuro-fuzzy rule system applies the fuzzy Membership Functions (MF). It
can be depicted in Eqs. (2) and (3).

lA1ðzÞ ¼

0; z � a1
z� p1

q1� p1
p1 � z � q1

r1� z

r1� q1
q1 � z � r1

0; r1 � z

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(2)

Figure 3: Process involved in SANFC based FCH selection
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lA1ðzÞ ¼

0; z � a2
d2� x

d2� r2
; r2 � z � d2

1; q2 � z � r2
d2� x

d2� r2
; r2 � z � d2

0; d2 � z

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(3)

In this study, parameters z and x refer to the fuzzy and original distances where the fuzzy distance
measure is estimated by MF. Therefore, the energy model applied is the same and provided in (4) and
(5). The Eelec implies the electronics power and εfs and εmp is amplifier energy in free space and
multipath correspondingly. Also, energy for transmitting the 1-bit message is by estimating the Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) for a distance named dist is measured on the following:

ETðl; distÞ ¼ lEelec þ lEfsdist2fordist, d0
lEelec þ lEmpdist4fordist � d0

�
(4)

At this time, d0 is the threshold distance to determine the energy levels.

In energy ER(l) is needed to receive a message of size 1-bit is as follows.

ERðlÞ ¼ lEelec (5)

2.2.3 Neuro Fuzzy Rules
Initially, CNN training is carried out with a fuzzy model for the purpose of weight modification and thus

Mamdani Fuzzy inference approach is developed because of the hierarchy of CNN. The newly developed
NFIS is composed of 4 input parameters and all inputs contain 3 levels. Hence, levels applied for the
fuzzy parameters are given in the following:

� CH recent Energy-Less, Medium less, Medium, Highly medium and Highly,

� Dist. from CH and sink-Closer, Medium closer, Medium, Medium Distant and Distant

� Dist. from CH and node-Closer, Medium closer, Medium, Medium Distant, and Distant

� Trust degree-Low, Minimum average, Average, Maximum average, and More.

For example, 4^4 = 256 is a feasible member choice value computed by utilizing fuzzy IF-THEN rules.
The triangular and TMF functions are applied for members for representing member choice levels. The
Fuzzy logic (FL) relied on IF-THEN rules applied in the newly developed systems.

Consequently, the fuzzy rule-based inference task is the de-fuzzification step. In order to accomplish
better results from fuzzy values, de-fuzzification is employed in this work. Over the de-fuzzification
models, Center of Area (COA) is one of the commonly applied techniques as depicted in Eq. (6).

COA ¼
R
lAðzÞ:zdzR
lAðzÞdz

(6)

2.3 Cluster Construction

Once PB_CH is processed; a single node forwards a CH_CANDITATE_MSG to adjacent nodes in the
transmission range. The message is composed of node ID and measure of PB_CH. The nodes with maximum
possibility are selected as CH and forward CH_SUCCESS to closer nodes. A node might receive various
CH_SUCCESS from the adjacent nodes. At this point, it transmits the CH_JN message and combines it
with closer CH. While receiving the CH_JN message, the closer CH ensures the recent cluster size prior
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to accepting novel members. Since the overall number of CM is minimum than the defined cluster size, it
approves the novel CM by responding to CM_ ADMIT message; then, it sends CH_REFUSE message. If
a node obtains a the CM_REFUSE message, it resends a CM_JOIN message for upcoming CH with no
rejected CH, and it is repeated until joining a novel CH. Sometimes, if a node fails to combine with
alternate CH in a coverage region “R,” it considers as CH. Finally, a node falls under the cluster, and no
nodes are differentiated in WSN. Subsequently, in various iterations, the earlier death of CHs can be
avoided by the CHs rotation model. If the RE of CH attains a threshold value, CH rotation is performed
on the basis of PB_CH.

3 Performance Validation

The performance validation of the proposed model was conducted using MATLAB. The proposed
model was compared with state-of-the-art methods such as the FUCHAR, COBMA, and EMPSO
algorithms using different measures. In addition, the results were examined under varying numbers of
CHs, numbers of CMs, and numbers of mobile nodes.

Tab. 1 exhibits the parameter settings of the analysis and The outcomes obtained by the NPEE-SANFC
model under the varying speeds of mobile nodes depicted in Tab. 2. Fig. 4 depicts the number of CH changes
under varying mobile node speed by the NPEE-SANFC and existing techniques. From the figure, it can be
evident that the NPEE-SANFC model has resulted in effective performance over the other methods by
accomplishing the minimal number of CH changes irrespective of the mobile node speed. For instance, under
the existence of a mobile node speed of 2 m/s, the NPEE-SANFC technique has depicted only 7 CH changes
whereas the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO have resulted in higher CH changes of 9, 10, and 12 respectively.

Table 1: Parameter settings

Parameter Value

Node count 500

Deployment region 500 m * 500 m

Simulation duration 50–200 s

Pause time 5–25 s

Maximum speed 2–10 mps

Communication range 25–250 m

Table 2: Results analysis of NPEE-SANFC technique under varying speed of mobile nodes

Number of cluster head changes

Mobile node speed (m/s) NPEE-SANFC FUCHAR COBMA EMPSO

2 07.00 09.00 10.00 12.00

4 04.00 07.00 09.00 14.00

6 09.00 12.00 15.00 20.00

8 15.00 22.00 24.00 26.00

10 09.00 10.00 14.00 17.00
(Continued)
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At the same time, under the presence of a mobile node speed of 6 m/s, the NPEE-SANFC technique has
demonstrated only 9 CH changes while the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO have provided maximum CH
changes of 12, 15, and 20 respectively. Concurrently, under the application of a mobile node speed of 10 m/s,
the NPEE-SANFC scheme has demonstrated only 9 CH changes while the FUCHAR, COMBA, and
EMPSO have resulted from maximum CH changes of 10, 14, and 17 respectively.

Fig. 5 illustrates the number of CM changes under varying mobile node speed by the NPEE-SANFC and
existing methods. From the figure, it is portrayed that the NPEE-SANFC model has resulted in effective
function over the other methods by gaining he reduced number of CM changes irrespective of the mobile
node speed. For the sample, under the existence of a mobile node speed of 2 m/s, the NPEE-SANFC
method has showcased only 35 CM changes whereas the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO have resulted
in maximum CM changes of 45, 47, and 49 respectively.

Table 2 (continued)

Number of cluster member changes

Mobile node speed (m/s) NPEE-SANFC FUCHAR COBMA EMPSO

2 35.00 45.00 47.00 49.00

4 30.00 42.00 45.00 48.00

6 28.00 47.00 49.00 52.00

8 27.00 51.00 54.00 56.00

10 21.00 50.00 52.00 53.00

Figure 4: Result analysis of NPEE-SANFC model in cluster head
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At the same time, under the application of a mobile node speed of 6 m/s, the NPEE-SANFC scheme has
shown only 28 CM changes while the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO have resulted in maximum CM
changes of 47, 49, and 52 respectively. Meantime, under the application of a mobile node speed of 10 m/
s, the NPEE-SANFC technique has depicted only 21 CM changes whereas the FUCHAR, COMBA, and
EMPSO have exhibited maximum CM changes of 50, 52, and 53 respectively.

Tab. 3 provides a comparative results analysis of the NPEE-SANFC model in terms of energy
consumption (EC), network lifetime (NC), end to end (ETE) delay, and throughput. Fig. 6 portrays the
EC analysis of the presented NPEE-SANFC model with existing methods under the varying number of
mobile nodes. The resultant figure demonstrated that the EMPSO algorithm has showcased inferior
outcomes by attaining maximum EC. At the same time, the FUCHAR and COMBA models have
exhibited somewhat lower EC over EMPSO, but not lower than the NPEE-SANFC model. However, the
NPEE-SANFC model has outperformed the compared methods and attained minimum EC over different
mobile node counts. For instance, under the existence of 100 mobile nodes, the lowest EC of 34 mJ has
been offered by the NPEE-SANFC model whereas a higher EC of 45, 49, and 59 mJ have been attained
by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO models. Likewise, under the application of 300 mobile nodes,
the least EC of 76 mJ has been provided by the NPEE-SANFC model, and the maximum EC of 89, 101,
and 116 mJ has been accomplished by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO methodologies. At the same
time, under the presence of 500 mobile nodes, a low EC of 123 mJ has been showcased by the NPEE-
SANFC model while high EC of 141, 156, and 172 mJ have been achieved by the FUCHAR, COMBA,
and EMPSO models.

Figure 5: Result analysis of NPEE-SANFC model in cluster member

Table 3: Result analysis of existing with proposed NPEE-SANFC method in terms of various parameters

No. of mobile nodes Energy Consumption EC (mJ)

NPEE-SANFC FUCHAR COBMA EMPSO

100 34 45 49 59

200 63 68 73 88

300 76 89 101 116

400 95 109 118 148

500 123 141 156 172

(Continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

No. of mobile nodes Network Lifetime NL (Rounds)

NPEE-SANFC FUCHAR COBMA EMPSO

100 5700 5300 5100 4890

200 5450 5260 5070 4600

300 5380 5100 4900 4560

400 5240 5060 4790 4200

500 5170 4800 4500 4140

No. of mobile nodes End to End (ETE) delay (s)

NPEE-SANFC FUCHAR COBMA EMPSO

100 3.68 4.93 5.96 6.67

200 3.83 5.68 7.46 8.77

300 4.43 6.38 8.56 9.97

400 5.13 7.58 9.36 11.67

500 5.83 8.78 9.96 12.77

No. of mobile nodes Throughput (Mbps)

NPEE-SANFC FUCHAR COBMA EMPSO

100 0.96 0.91 0.89 0.84

200 0.92 0.80 0.76 0.71

300 0.88 0.71 0.66 0.62

400 0.81 0.65 0.59 0.51

500 0.78 0.60 0.55 0.46

Figure 6: Energy consumption analysis of NPEE-SANFC model
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Fig. 7 represents the NL investigation of the presented NPEE-SANFC model with present methods
under the varying numbers of mobile nodes. The subsequent figure verified that the EMPSO algorithm
has showcased lower outcomes by accomplishing minimum NL. Besides, the FUCHAR and COMBA
models have displayed slightly improved NL over EMPSO, but not lower than the NPEE-SANFC model.
However, the NPEE-SANFC model has outpaced the compared methods and achieved higher NL over
different mobile node counts. For instance, under the presence of 100 mobile nodes, a superior NL of
5700 rounds has been offered by the NPEE-SANFC model whereas a lower NL of 5300, 5100, and
4890 rounds have been attained by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO models. In line with, under the
existence of 300 mobile nodes, a supreme NL of 5380 iterations has been provided by the NPEE-SANFC
model, and a lower NL of 5100, 4900, and 4560 iterations have been accomplished by the FUCHAR,
COMBA, and EMPSO models. Simultaneously, under the application of 500 mobile nodes, a superior
NL of 5170 rounds has been given by the NPEE-SANFC framework while minimum NL of 4800, 4500,
and 4140 iterations have been reached by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO models.

Fig. 8 implies the ETE delay analysis of the presented NPEE-SANFC model with existing methods
under the varying numbers of mobile nodes. The resultant figure depicted that the EMPSO algorithm has
displayed poor results by attaining maximum ETE delay. In line with, the FUCHAR and COMBA
techniques have offered moderate ETE delay over EMPSO, but not minimum than NPEE-SANFC model.
Therefore, the NPEE-SANFC model has surpassed the existing models and attained lower ETE delay
over distinct mobile node count. For example, under the existence of 100 mobile nodes, the lowest ETE
delay of 3.68 s has been provided by the NPEE-SANFC model whereas a maximum ETE delay of 4.93,
5.96, and 6.67 s have been achieved by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO models. Similarly, under
the presence of 300 mobile nodes, the lowest ETE delay of 4.43 s has been showcased by the NPEE-
SANFC model while a higher ETE delay of 6.38, 8.56, and 9.97 s have been attained by the FUCHAR,
COMBA, and EMPSO models. Meantime, under the application of 500 mobile nodes, a minimum ETE
delay of 5.83 s has been provided by the NPEE-SANFC model whereas a higher ETE delay of 8.78,
9.96, and 12.77 s have been achieved by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO methodologies.

Figure 7: Network lifetime analysis of NPEE-SANFC model
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Fig. 9 defines the throughput analysis of the newly proposed NPEE-SANFC model with present
technologies under the different numbers of mobile nodes. The consecutive figure verified that the
EMPSO approach has depicted lower outcomes by accomplishing minimum throughput. Besides, the
FUCHAR and COMBA frameworks have displayed slightly improved throughput over EMPSO, but not
lower than the NPEE-SANFC model. But, the NPEE-SANFC model has outperformed the compared
models and accomplished maximum throughput over different mobile node counts.

For example, under the existence of 100 mobile nodes, a supreme throughput of 0.96 Mbps has been
exhibited by the NPEE-SANFC model whereas a lower throughput of 0.91, 0.89, and 0.84 Mbps has
been gained by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO models. Similarly, under the application of
300 mobile nodes, a superior throughput of 0.88 Mbps has been offered by the NPEE-SANFC model
while a lower throughput of 0.71, 0.66, and 0.62 Mbps have been attained by the FUCHAR, COMBA,
and EMPSO models. At the same time, under the existence of 500 mobile nodes, a superior throughput
of 0.78 Mbps has been provided by the NPEE-SANFC model and lower throughput of 0.6, 0.55, and
0.46 Mbps rounds have been reached by the FUCHAR, COMBA, and EMPSO models.

Figure 8: End to end delay analysis of NPEE-SANFC model

Figure 9: Throughput analysis of NPEE-SANFC model
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From the detailed experimental analysis, it is evident that the presented model achieves energy efficiency
and maximizes the network lifetime. The improved performance of the proposed model is due to the
inclusion of the NPEE algorithm involving four variables, the energy, distance, ND, and trust factor, for
the optimal election of secure CHs.

4 Conclusion

This paper has presented an effective NPEE-SANFC technique for MANET. The proposed NPEE-
SANFC technique performs CH selection in two stages. Firstly, a back-off timer to residual energy is
employed for the selection of TCHs. Secondly, the TCHs execute the ANFC module to elect the FCHs.
The presented model involves a set of input parameters like RE, intra-cluster distance, inter-cluster
distance, and trust degree. The incorporation of the trust degree of the node enables to elect secure CHs.
Furthermore, the application of two processes for optimal CH selection will result in enhanced NL and
energy efficiency. To examine the superior performance of the NPEE-SANFC technique, a set of
experiments were carried out and the results are investigated in terms of diverse evaluation parameters.
The experimental outcome ensured that the NPEE-SANFC technique has showcased superior outcomes
over the compared methods on the applied evaluation aspects. The experimental outcome justified the
superior performance of the presented model over the compared methods. As a part of future work,
the proposed model can be deployed in real-time routing applications. In addition, the performance of the
proposed model can be improved using data aggregation techniques.
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